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D	1.0	 INTRODUCTION
This report covers Task No. 2 of Axiomatix contract number
NAS 9-15795A. Task No. 2 is an evaluation of the Ku-band SPA and EAl
software. This report addresses the EAl software only as no documenta-
tion has been made available by FIAC on the SPA software. The intent of
this task is to augment the HAC documentation and provide a clearer
understanding of the software algorithms and programming techniques as
well as provide recommendations for improved efficiency and reliability.
The initial phase of this effort entailed a detailed study of
HAC documentation, primarily r,,-ferences 1 and 2. Additionally, Refer-
ence 3 was needed to correlate software input/output flags and commands
with hardware response ,. Understanding of the software was hampered by
the lack of a cross-reference listing of variables, particularly flags
used to transfer status between software routines. As part of the task
requirement -to augment the HAC documentation as well as facilitate our
own understanding of the software, a cross-reference table of inter-
routine flags has been generated. After the familiarization phase,
the software was examined for potential problem areas and possible sub-
optimal coding techniques. A bug was discovered in the procedure ter-
mination routine and the technique used to store status flags is not as
efficient as possible, from both the standpoints of memory usage and
processing time. Self-test routines were examined with the intent of
providing a more detailed description of MDM and D&C outputs.
	
1.1	 Summary
A minor bug has been found in the procedure termination rou-
tine, SWTCH. The alpha and beta position loop integrators are not
zeroed, as is claimed. Rather, they are loaded with hex 6060. The fix
is to insert an LDS :00 after the LOADR S1, BINTGR±1 at location 0932.
In Section 2.0, we have generated a cross-reference table of
status flags. This should aid in tracing the functional activity of
software modules, as a description of where a flag is used, set or
reset indicates how routines interact. Reconfiguration is one of the
more complex executive functions. An example of a reconfiguration is
presented in Section :J.0, with a block diagram to indicate the critical
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paths. In Section 4.0, we dissect the self-test tasks and include a
series of tables which give the MDM outputs after each task as a function
of Gass or fail. These tables are more detailed than those in [2].
The techniques used to store flags and status information, e.g.,
storage of up to eight bits per word, requires that each access strip the
fla(, from the word. This means that extra memory and time is required
for each access. In Section 5.0, we present an alterate technique for
flag storage. Memory usage and processing time are not critical yet, but
proposed changes to the software to accommodate feed-forward may require
more: stringent optimization.
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2.0	 FLAG CROSS-REFERENCE TABLE
	
2.1
	
Introduction
Table 2.1 fists flags, or status bits, which carry information
between software routines or between software and external hardware. The
flags are listed alphabetically, followed by the module number, as defined
in DI and Table 2.2, and the section within a module where the flag is
accesred. A letter following the module and section number indicates
the action which is taken with the flag. A flag can be tested (T), set
(S), reset (R) or toggled W. A combination of letters indicates sev-
eral actions being taken, in the order given. However, if a flag is
acted upon several times within one module, only the first of each type
is li:,ted. For example, the entry
DETECT 12.6:S,R 20.1:T
indicates that DETECT is set and reset in module 12.6, the set status
flag routine, and tested in module 20.1, the self-test task T. Local
flags; e.g., flags used within one routine, are not listed. Those flags
which are set by hardware input or used to output status information are
appended with the name of the appropriate input/output word. These names
are indications of the function: OMDM1 is DM output word 1, and PIW1 is
parallel input word 1.
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Table 2.1. Flag Cross-References
ACQEh	 3.1:R,S
ACQIHI	 12.6:S,R 13.4:T
ANGTI'I< OIRADI ) 3.1:T 18.5:T 20.1:T
ASTOI'	 2.5:T,S,R 14.1:T
ATIMf	 2.1:T,S
ATTENI (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.5:R 19.3:R 20.1:8 21.1:S
ATTEN? (POW5) 2.3:R 18.5:R 19.3:8 20.1:R 21.1:R
AUTO (PIW1)	 3.1 :T, 5.1:T 12.3:T 12.6:T 13.1:T 13.4:T
BOOM (I'IW4)	 3.1:T
BSTOI ,	2.5:T,R,S 14.1:T
BTIMI	 2.5:T,S
COAS'IA (PIW2)	 3.1:T 12.6:T
COMOII (PIW4)	 3.1:T 12.6:T
COMSIB (PIW4) 3.1:T 12.6:T
CTIM(	 2.3:R 16.2:R,T,S
DATAGO	 12.6:S,R 13.1:T
DATAI' (PIW2)	 12.6:T 13.4:T
DATEST	 2.3:R 13.1:T 18.1:R 21.1:S,T
DETE(:T	 12.5:S,R 13.1:T 20.1:T
DOPOS	 1.4:T 18.1:R 19.1:S,R 19.2:R,S 22.1:S,R
DOWN (PIW3)	 15.1:T
DPLYI	 1.2:T 14.1:R 15.3:S
DWELT_	 5.1:S,R 6.2:T
EAST (IMDM1)	 3.1:T
EBW2	 O.1:T 2.1:S 3,1:S
EBW3	 O.1:T 2.1:S 3.1:S
EDW1	 3.1:S,T
EDW2	 2.3:T 3.1:S
EDW3	 2.3:R 3.1:R,S,T
EVEOL)D	 O.I:R,T 0.2:R 2.5:X 15.2:T
EV141	 O.1:T 0.2:S 2.1:S 3.1:S
E1TEST	 2.3:R 13.1:T 18.1:R 21.1:S,T
E2TEST	 2.3:R 13.1:T 18.1:R 21.1:S,T
4
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FAST (PIW3)	 15.1:T
FSTSLO	 3.1:T 12.0:T 13.4:T 15.1:S,R
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Table 2.1. Flag Cross-References (Cont'd)
GAIN;	 12.1:R,S
GPL/V,Q (PIWl)	 3.1:T 7.2:T 12.3:T 12.6:T 13.1:T 13.4:T
GPCI)=:S (PIW1)	 1.2-S 3.1:T 7.2:T 12.3:T 12.6:T 13.1:T 13.4:T
GPCL',	 12.3:T
INCDC	 5.1:R,T,S 6.1:T
INIT
	
0.2:S 2.1:S,R 3.1:T
I NSTAB	 1 .2 : R 2.3:R 7,1:T 7 4 : T 12.3:R 19.1 : R 19.2:R
KOUN'L	 5.1:S,T
LAMP	 18.1:R 21.1:S 21.3:T
LATCH (F' T 1d2)	 3.1 : T, R 12.5:R
LEFT (PIW3)	 15.1:T
LINEAR (POWI)	 12.5:R,S
MAIN
	
13.4.:R,T
MAMI. III	 5.1:T,S,R 13.4:T
MANUAL (PI141) 2.6:T
MCOMP	 2.3:R
MFIR`,T	 1.4:T 2.l:T,S 3.1:R,S 5.1:T 14.1:T 15.1:T 16.2:T
MINPIT	 0.8:T 2.3:R 3.1:S 5.1:T,R
MINI"' (IRAD2)	 5.1:T
MODE	 0.2:S 2.1:T 3.1:T,S
MOTON (POW4)	 2.2:R 2.3:S 14.1:S,R 19.3:R 20.1:8
NEWA (PIW4)	 13.1:T 14.1:T
NEWQ (PIW4)	 13.1:T 14.1:T
NEWMI)M (PIW1)	 0.1 :T 0.3:T 0.4 . :T 3.1:T 7.1:T
OPER (PIW2)	 13.1:T 19.3:T
OUTFI_G	 1.4:T,R 2.3:R 18.1:S 18.4:S 18.5:S 19.1:S 19.2:S 19.3;S
20.1:S 21.1:S
PFLA(i	 7.1:R,S 7.2:T 7.3:T,S
PNTTI:K	 2.1:S 3.1:S,R
PSON (POW1)	 2.1:S 3.1:R
PTIMI_
	
2.3:R 3.1 :T,S
RADA(T (PIW1)	 12.5:T 13.4:T
RADCOM	 1.1:T 3.1:T 5.1:T 12.5:T 12.6:S,R,T 13.1:T 13.3:T 13.4:T
16.2:T
RADON (PIWl)	 3.1:T 12.6:T
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Table 2.1. Flag Cross-References (Cont'd)
RADSTQ (PIW4) 3.1:T 12.6:T
RDE1 CT (I RAD2) 12.6:T
RGO(jD (IRAQI)
	
13.1:T 18.5:T,S 19.3:R 20.1:T 22.1:R
RIGHT (PIW3)	 15.1:T
ROPCR (IRAD1) 18.4:T
RRGG0D (IRADl) 13.1:T 18.5:T,S 19.3:R 20.1:T 22.1:R
MACK (IRAD2) 12.6:T
SCANNG	 2.3:R 3.1:T 5.1:T,S,R 13.1:T 13.4:T 21.3:S
SCANRC	 5.1:T,R,S 6.2:T
SCWARN	 2.4:R 4.2:.R,S 13.1:T 21.3:S
SELF	 2.3:R 13.1:T 18.1:S
SIGN (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.2:S 18.5:S 19.3:R 20.1:S 21.1:S
SIGNAL	 12.6:R,S,T 13.4:T
SIGPC (IMDM1)	 3.1:T
SIMAN (PIW2)	 3.1:T
SKEY (PIW3)	 11.6:T 15.3:T
SLEINT
	
15.1:S 15.2:T,R
SLEWNG	 2.3:R 3.1:T 7.1:T 12.3:T 12.6:T 13.4:T 15.1:S,T,R
SLOW (PIW3)	 15.1:T
STCOIII (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.5:R 19.3:S 20.1:R 21.1:R,S
STCON2 (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.5:S,R 19.3:S 20.1:S 21.1:S,R
STCOH3 (POWS)	 2.3:R 18.5:S 19.3:S 20.1:S 21.1:S
STCOi 14 (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.5:R 19.3:R 20.1:R 21.1:R
STEST (IMDM1) 3.1:T
STON (POW5)	 2.3:R 18.5:S 19.3:S 20.1:S 21.1:S
STOWH (POW3)	 2.1 : R 14.1 : R, S
STUN`iT
	
3.1:S,R 14.1:T
STWAIT	 2.3:R 18.1:S 18.S:T 18.5:S 19.1:S 19.2:5 19,3:S 20.1:S
21.1:S 22.1:R
SYST')'T	 2-3:R 13.1 :T 18.1 :R 21 .1 :S
TARGLT	 2.3:R 18.4:T 18.1:S 19.3:R 20.1:S,R
TDEAST	 3.1:T,S,R 13.1:T 13.4:T
TDWEST	 3.1:R,'T,S 13.1:T 13.4:T
TIMOUT	 2.3:R 3.1:T,S,R 5.1:T
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Table 2.1. Flag Cross-References (Cont'd)
TRK',	 12.6:S,R 13.1:T 20.1:T 21.1 , T 21.3:S
TRKNG	 2.3:R 3,1:T 12,6:T 16,2:S
UNLO(;K (POW3) 14.1:S 15.3:R
UNSTOD	 3.1:T 14.1:T
UP (I'IW3)	 15.1:T
WAITC'	 0.1:T,R 0.2:S 2.5:S
WEST (IMDM1)
	 3.1:T
XMIT (PIW4)	 3.1:T
ZERDIS	 2.1:S 2.2:S 2.3:R 13,1:T
ZONEI	 3.1:T 5.1:R 7.2:S,R 12,3:T 15,3:T 19.1:R,T 19.2:R,7' 22.1tR
ZONE)	 3.1:T 7.2:S,R 12.6:T 15.3:R,S
8Table 2.2. Software Module Index
0.1 INTERRUPT/EXEC RTN
0.2 POWER UP RTN
0.3 INITIALIZE PROC
0.4 POINT PROC
0.5 IDLE PROC
0.6 PROC TERM PROC
0.7 SLEW PROC
0.8 SCAN PROC
1.1 TRACK PROC
1.2 DEPLOY PROC
1.3 RECOVER PROC
1.4 SELF TEST PROC
2.1 INITIALIZE ROUTINE
2.2 IDLE ROUTINE
2.3 PROC TERM ROUTINE
2.4 OUTPUT STATUS ROUTINE
2.5 WAIT ROUTINE
11 CONFIGURE ROUTINE
4.1 ANGLE RATE XFORM
4.2 OBSCURATION CALC
5.1 SCAN1 ROUTINE
6.1 SCAN2 ROUTINE
6.2 SCAN3 ROUTINE
6.3 SCAN4 ROUTINE
7.1 POSITION LOOP, MOD1
7.2 POSITION LOOP, MOD2
7.3 POSITION LOOP, MOD3
7.4 POSITION LOOP, MOD4
11.6	 SHORT SHUTTLE TO GIMBAL TRANSFORM
12.1 ENCODER ROUTINE
12.2 ANALOG ROUTINE
12.3 INERT ROUTINE
12.4 INPUT DISCRETE ROUTINE
12.5 OUTPUT DISCRETE ROUTINE
12.6 SET STATUS FLAGS ROUTINE
13.1 MDhi/D&C OUTPUT ROUTINE
13.3 INPUT LRU SERIAL ROUTINE
13.4 OUTPUT LRU SERIAL ROUTINE
14.1 DEPLOY ROUTINE
15.1 SLEW GENERATION ROUTINE
15.2 SLEW INTERPOLATION ROUTINE
15.3 DEPLOY ROUTINE
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Table 2.2.	 Software Module Index (Cont'd)
1
16.2 IUTI^,E
18.1 SELF= TEST INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
18.2 SELF TEST SEQUENCER
18.3 SELF TEST TASK2 CPU
18.4 SELF TEST TASK3 POWER FORM
18.5 SELF TEST TASK8 ANGLE TRACK
19.1 SELF TEST TASK4 INITIALIZE ANTENNA
19.2 SELF TEST TASKS ANTENNA SERVO
19.3 SELF TEST TASKG TRANSMITTER POWER CHECK
20.1 SELF TEST TASK7 RANGE AND RANGE RATE CHECK
21.1 SELF TEST TASK9 RECEIVER SENSITIVITY CHECK
21.2 SELF TEST TASK10 COMPILE TEST RESULTS
21.3 SFy,.F TEST TASKI l LAMP TEST
22.1 SELF TEST PAUSE ROUTINE
E
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`	 3.0	 EXAMPLE OF RECONFIGURATION
	3.1
	
Introduction
In order to focilitate an understanding of the software and to
bri dg.: the gap between the HAC-supplied listing  and block di agranls , a
hybrii block diagram, Figure 3.1, was generated to provide an example of
a reconfiguration. Reconfiguration is probably the most complex of the
executive functions, and an understanding of this functi^n will aid in
understanding the executive structure.
For purposes of the example, a reconfiguration from IDLE to
SELF fEST is illustrated. Four interrupt cycles are covered which
demori,trate the function of the termination procedure and the initiali-
zatioo routine for self-test. Each interrupt cycle is a separate diagram.
Each of ock is labeled with the absolute hexadecimal address of the routine
in RG1 and contains descriptive text as to the function to be performed.
Actioo on variables or flags is underlined in the blocks. Blocks are
grouljod within modules in order to ease cross-referencing with the soft-
ware listing.
	
3.2
	 Description of Recon-figuration
Initially, in the IDLE routine, executive data word 1 equals
MIDLE (=2), executive branch word 1 (EBW1) = 12, EBW2 = 15 and EBW3 = 18.
The latter are the absolute memory locations of the long branches to the
0.1-second sequence, the even and odd sequences of the idle procedure.
The 0.1-second sequence tests -the even/odd flag, EVEODD, branches to
EVEN, executes INDIS (input discrete), executes MSDIN (input MDM), then
execul:es CONF, the configure routine on module 3. The configure r0L'tine
tests the status flags, notes that STEST is set, and sets EDW1 = MSELF.
Configure then notes that MODE is not equal to EDW1; hence, a net,' pro-
cedure is to be initiated. Since the current mode is not the termination
procedure, MODE and EDW4 are set to 8 to indicate that toe termination
procedure is to be executed, MFIRST is set to 3 for the first pass through
and HIWI is set to 51, EBW2 to 54 and EBW3 to 57.
After configure, the executive takes the even leg of the pro-
cedutt!, which is now the termination procedure, MTRM2. This procedure
exectit.es TRS2G, the Shuttle-to-gimbal transform, then executes the
termination routine, MTERMR, which sets CDW3 equal to 0, and returns to
the irocedure. The termination procedure outputs discrete data, then
executes WAIT, which toggles the even/odd flag to odd and idles for the
next interrupt.
During the next interrupt, the executive branches to the ter-
minaiion procedure odd leg, which executes TRG2S, transform gimbFil-to-
Shut'110, executes MSDOUT, MDM output, and finally executes WAIT, which
togg'?es the even/odd flag back to even.
During the third interrupt, the self-test procedure is executed
for the first time. Configure tests EDW1 an(' MODE,for equality. Since
they :.ire not equal and the current MODE is 8, the termination procedure,
conf-!jure again sets MFIRST, the first pass flag, to 1 and confi g ures for
self-test by setting the executive branch words. Upon return to the
execi:tive, a long branch to the even leg of the self-test procedure is
executed. The self-test initialization is rather busy. With MFIRST
equa l
 to 1, STS r2 executes self-test initialization, STINIT, which does
a loi=U branch to Bi,GIN. Various flags and buffers are initialized,
inclivding the step counter, STPCNT, and LAMP. BEGIN returns to the self-
test procedure which inputs LRU serial data, then executes the self-test
task sequences.	 With STWAIT equal to 1 and STPCNT equal to 0, a ten-
semid pause is initiated and WAIT is executed.
Finally, the fourth interrupt results in the execution of the
odd leg of the self-test procedure. After the gimbal-to-Shuttle trans-
form, task 11 is executed. Since LAMP was initialized to 0, the D&C
lamp. are not lit. Task 11 returns to the odd leg of the self-test pro-
cedute, which outputs discrete, outputs LRU serial, and outputs HDM data
since OUTFLG was set to 1 by STINIT. WAIT is executed and the even/odd
cycle repeats. A more detailed discussion of the self-test routines is
covered in the next section.
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4.0	 SELF-TEST TASKS
	
4.1	 Introduction
Operation of the self-test portion of the EA-1 software is
exami,ied with emphasis on the outputs generated at the completion of
each elf-test task. The intent is to provide a reference to augment
the II;C description of the outputs, as well as a guide to modification
of the software, should it be considered desirable to change the output
forma+., As an example, the present implementation does not provide an
unaml, guous indication as to which task is currently in progress during
self-.est. This would be changed by modification of a few memory loca-
tions, as described in subsequent paragraphs.
Self-test tasks are discussed in chronological order, with
key routines and parameters referenced to their absolute memory loca-
tions. MDM outputs are summarized at the conclusion of this section in
Table, 4.2 through 4.9.
The self-test routines make extensive use of macros specific
to self-test. These macros are explicitly defined in the self-test por-
tion of [1]. Macro CONFIG A,B loads parallel input word one (PIWI),
bits •I through B, with the value A and bits 1 through 5 and 7 . with the
value B. Macro RANG A,B,C loads values A,B,C into EA2 serial input words
IRAD3. IRAD4 and IRAD5. Similarly, RANGRT A,B loads A and B into IRAD6
and I:;AD7. These two macros allow the software to output specified val-
ues oi' the range and range rate to the MDM's and D&C using the MDM output
routiiie, MDMO (340F), which transfers data from the EA2 input to 'the MDM
and D.'C output registers. ANGRTE A,B,C,D transfers the specified data
-to th+, MDM output registers OMDM17 through OMDM20 in order to force dis-
play of angle rates. Macro POSIT A,B,C,D stores the data A-D in IMDM3
throu tih IMDM6, the MDM input registers. This allows the software to
position the antenna to roll specified by A,B and pitch specified by C
and 11, overriding angle designates read in from the MDM's. Macro DAVOLT
A,B outputs A and B to the digital-to-analog converter. This voltage is
used I,,y the self-test multiplexer/comparator to determine if specified
signitis exceed the voltage threshold. Macro ANDATA A,B,C,D is similar
in thc.rt it loads A and B into the analog output registers ADAM and ADAL
for :t,-tting the alpha axis rates and C and D into BDAM and BDAL to set
the lr(:ta axis rates. Actual output is done using the subroutine ANALOG,
also Called SERVO, at location 3034.
I4
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The self-test MIiX selects one of four analog inputs, as defined
in T. !)le 4.1, and comparos the voltage with the output of the alpha axis
rate D/A converter. During this test, the motors are turned off. The
difference of the two analog voltages is sent to the processors event
flag EF3, for test.
In general terms, each self-test task uses a sequence counter,
SEQUIN, zeroed by the previous 'cask, to govern which phase of the task
to e:t-cute. Typically, with SEQU EN equal to 0, the task initializes
itsel' and sets a flag, STWAIT, to pause 10 seconds for display of MDM
and i:xC output from the last sequence of the prior task.
All self-test tasks, with the exception of the lamp teat, are
execrted during the even cycle of the self-test procedure. The first
pass through the self-test procedure (MFIRST = 1) will result in the exe-
cutirn of the initialization routine. This is entered via
0570
	 EXEC	 PCI,STINIT,
4800L1,3R	 BEGIN
4812	 BEGIN
	
LGADR	 IOP,CW4 ,.
BEGIN, the initialization routine for the self-test procedure, resets
RAM !:AIO, WA11 and sets various flags:
SELF = 1 indicate in self-test
TARGET = I turn on test target
DATEST = 0 reset status flags
E2TEST = 0
EITEST = 0
SYSTST = 0
STWAIT = I set -for 10-sec pause
OUTFLG = I set to output MDM.
The .elf-test task sequencer, TASKSQ, uses the variable STPCNT to con-
trol the sequence of self-test routines. STPCNT is reset to 0 by virtue
of btJ ng located in WA10. BEGIN returns to the self-test procedure via
SET i1CO.
The self-test tasks are entered via
057E	 EXEC	 PCI,STTASK
4803	 LBR	 TASKSQ
4834	 TASKSQ	 SETT	 IOP,SIGEN.
Ini•tra1ly, with STWAIT set, TASKSQ branches to PAUSE, which implements
a 10 ;ec wait. At the conclusion of 10 seconds, PAUSE resets STWAIT to
enable the first self-test routine. During the final pass through PAUSE,
k,
t-
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Table 4.1. S(I-F-Test MUX Control
Function
	 STCON1 STCON2 STCON3
BETA ERROR 0
t
0 1
SIGNAL STRENGTH 0 1 1
ALPHA ERROR 1 0 1
XMIT RF POWER 7 1 1
"A
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STPC t I is tested and the routine 5ranches to INITST (location 5846),
whic! initializes the YM14 output. Data-good flags are reset and '411M
word are set as follows:
RANG	 (ranee) set to all 1's
RANGRT	 (rancc ru:e) ^n to all 1's
ANGRTE	 (ange rr:tcj s..	 to 0's.
Value : of the angles are not
	 ',,,d by INITST.
During the first pass t^rough the odd leg of the self-test
proc ,
 lure, MOM output is -i n i ;, ted since OUTFLG had been initial i zod
to 1
4.2	 Tasks 1 and —2
At the conclusion of t yre first 10-sec pause, TASKSQ test,.
STPC,	 ( = O) and branches to TSI,KCPU,
484E	 Lr,'_	 TSKCPU
5300	 _"'	 TAS Kl
5306TASK1	 TO,STPCNT
Task 1, the CPU sel,'-test, has been Qliminated. The net
effei . of TASK! is to set ST°CNT equal to 1 and return. Thus, during
the i xt pass through the even leg of the self-test procedure, TAS1,SQ
will Branch to TSKPCS, the PROM sc'f-test,
4354	 LPA	 TSKPCS
4309	 _J.,	 TASK2
4890	 TASK2	 LCADRS	 IOP,SEQUEN.
At V , conclusion of the PROM test, the PROM check sum flag is s(,l and
STPC'	 is set to 2 (task 3) if the test is successful. Otherwis,:, the
flag is reset, STPC";T is set to ^o to task 10, and self-test will be pre-
matu, .1y terminated. New MOM out put is not initiated after PRO test.
4.3	 Task 3
During the next pass through the even leg of the self-test pro-
cedu, •, the EA2 po ,;rer form task is executed:
OB W,A	 LEA	 TSKPFC
Il20C	 IL;	 TASK3
x"914	 TASK3
	
1-J,'"^DRS	 IOP,IRAD1
Task	 first resets the four data-good flags, sets range and range rate
to o	 1's and sets the angle r.? yes to 0. MDM output is not conditioned
L^A	 ?0
on ire results of the power form test. The radar operate bit frow the
EA2 is tested and, if true, PFC flag is set to 80. STPCNT is set to 3
for r..ask 4, OUTFLG is set to initiate MDMI output, and control is roturned
to -ie even leg of the self-t?st -rocedure. MDM (and D&C) data vi'll be
outs it during the next pass thro ,.-•,, the odd leg of the self-test proced-
ure. However, STWAIT has not yet been set, and the first pass through
Tasi. 4 will he executed without undergoing a 10-sec pause.
4.4	 Task 4
The first pass through Task 4, which initializes the iintenna
to . ^nith, again resets the data-good flags, sets range and ranee rates
to ,Il 1's and the angle rater to 0's. Mode is set to GPC desi(mate.
SE(" N is tested to deteririno if this is the first or a subsequent pass.
SEA' ' N is 0 during the first pass, having been cleared as part of work
are. 10 (,•11\10+17). STWAIT is set to enable the 10-sec pause and control
is	 turned to the so 7 f-test procedure. After the first pass through
Tas" 4, the task sequencer will branch to PAUSE, which tests STi'C';T to
determine the current task. STPCNT is 3, which causes PAUSE to branch
to ! N1 (5833). Using the POSIT macro, 7_ENl loads 0's into the angle
des ► p ates IMDM3 through I'1D'J 4 and branches to POSLOP (5983). POSLOP
set ,
 the position loop flag, DODOS, and starts the 10-sec pause. With
set, the position loop routine is executed. every 100 ms prior to
ex( ,
 ,ling either the even or odd leg of the self-test procedure. At the
conclusion of the 10-sec pause, DODOS is rest, as is the ZONEI inner
zon flea.
During the second and subsequent calls to Task 4, SEQUEN is
set .end TASK4 branches to DES (4073). DES a g ain sets the angle desig-
nat o. to 0, tests 7.ONEI to determine if the antenna is within 0.3° of
the designate and sets the position loop flag. BUFFS, initially cleared
as .art of work area
	 is tested for excessive time to reach zenith.
Ter ­.econds after the end of the 10-sec pause are allowed for the antenna
to ,each zenith.	 If the limits are exceeded, DES branches to it ",OIIT
(4' )), wM ch sets STPCNT to skip Tasks 5 and G and sets OUTFLG to ini-
tiri	 MIN output. ',!oasurod pitch and rol l, angles are stored in the MDM
anc &C output words, 0M^',15 t^rough Oh1DM8, and ODC1 through ODC6, by the
gin ,,il-to-Shuttle transform routine G2S1 (2000), executed prior to MDM
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outP'	 If the antenna is successfully positioned at zenith, DES
bran.	 to READY (4CAA), which rosets the position loop flag. the
7.ON,_- inner zone flan, the sequence counter SEQUEN, sets STPCNT for
Task	 and sets OUTFLO for VVA, output. In either case, no flag is set
to ii!icate the results of Task 4.
	
However, if Task 4 fails and ''asks 5
and 1 are not executed, ASD and
	
"_F will be 0 since they are in UAll
and - fi EA1 or DA error wi ll 5e	 -ated. ASD (1011+4) is set by Task 5
and	 , Lf" ('WA11+5) is set `)y
4.5	 Task_ 5
Task 5 (4CCE) tests the `)ility of the servos to point the
antes ia to designated position , -.	 ,in a specified ti^ie. 	 This task is
divi, ^d into four sequences--9 	 -ough 3. Sequence 0 is initializotion,
sequ( .ice 1 points to p i tch= 30°, roll =0'; sequence 2 points to i)i tch =
?0°, •oll = -30°; and sequence 3 points back to zenith. There are three
pos y.- e results of the Task 5 tests: unconditional pass if the antenna
rear	 designate within 7 sec, conditional failure if it reaches desig-
nate ;ithin 7 to 10 sec in pitch or roll, and unconditional failure if
it f;Ils to reach designate within 10 sec. During sequence 0, S1 WAIT is
set :jr the 10-sec pause and the sequence number is set to 1. The 10-sec
naus, routine tests STPCNT (4) and branches to ANT (5899), whic:^i tests
the , !(iuence number, S"")UrN. 'Jith SEQUEN e q ual to 1, ANT branches to
7_EN1 -.' 833), which po s i tions the	 :enna to zenith prior to the pitch
test	 If the test passes or fail,; conditionally at the conclusion of
sequioce 1, p itch output should read 30° and roll 0°.	 If the test
fail, unconditionally, Task 5 is terminated, STPCNT is set to g o to
Task 1 , OUTFLO is sot to initiate '-TI output, but STrlAIT is not ,ei: for
thr-, 	 ! -sec pause--this -;s  set in r „ "uence 0 of Task 7. The 10 —se e.' pause
prix to the roll test (Task 2) dr , ' ignates the antenna to the pitch nosi-
Lion ,ttained in Task 1 and the 10-sec pause prior to the zenith test
(Tas- 3) de :ignates the antenna to the roll position from lask 2. As in
sequ,,ice 1, the desi g nate ncsitions are read out durin g the 10-sec pause
roll: rind sequences 2 and 3.
ask 6
Task 6 (4EAC),
	 the	 tr,. ower lm_',	 test,	 ck) -ists	 of
three sequences. The first is ion,	 the second te: .	 the DA
4	 operate bit, and the	 third	 veri .	 .:. .,. r,,	 ,ne	 transmi tted 	 powe exceed:.
threshold.
	
The initialization
	
sec, . :e sets	 the range and	 r,, .e rate	 to
1's
	 and	 the angle rate	 to a.1 .s resetting	 t data-rood
flags,
	 as	 in	 prior tasks.	 Esti;	 . set to 10,250 in IMDM7
through	 IMD^ ,110	 (6167 -616A) for oat ;:A2.	 57;^'AIT	 is t for the
10-sec
	 pause,
	
trhich again sets an ':ed range of 10,250 After
the	 first 10•suc pause,	 Task 6 bra-- ChKGPQ	 (4F41),	 ;n:i tests the
DA oPcrate bit. The
	 logic of the ;-at:e
	
bit
	 is	 depicted Fig-
1,re	 4.1.	 If	 the operate bit	 is	 tr. ui t 8 of TPLP	 (61E5)	 is et.	 The
Lransmitter is enabled by the co
4F4F	 RE'
4F58	 RE.
4F61	 RE._-,
Transmitter power levi.
4F6A	 Sr-.
4F71	 SE-_
4F78
	 SE ­:.
Comparator voltage threshold is 	 -
4F8F	 DAl .
GUTFLG is set, STWAIT is set anc,
the self-test procedure. The 14
as sequence 3 of Task 5--range
pitch and roll 0's. After the
CI;I<VLT (4Fb,A), which tests the
he true i f the transmit power c:•.,.
oul;put will remain the same as
,a 'Is. STP^NT is set to 6 for
up,AT
by ti,(: i o i l ow i n . corunands :
P2 .
to the c. n leg of
s o ^
	
4,1 W 4 -11.
	 Sal-11C
	angle	 to ail 0's,
JCL JOr
r1. J	 Tusk 7
Task 7 consists of fou. 	 Lializat-i0n, guar
ucLive, test target off, and rac..,. 	 i:, C 1i il	 Lat1011
sequence, ..,ode is set to manual ,
ti
V,
pOR Q
?3
I "
	
2 4
5000	 TAS'!7	 c ONFIG	 :88, :40.
Angl - and angle rate flags are c'( red, estimated ran ge of 10,250 ft is
,toi ..^	 in	 thF IT-M	 in put	 +•, TARGET is set.	 The TARGET f'.+q	 is
son ; ':o	 the	 EA2	 during	 r_''. utput to	 turn on	 the test tar,v.rt.
POI .;' , set to 89, est	 dipole	 to	 -11.5 d3m.	 SEQ'.J! N	 is
set o 1, gimbal motors off, and STWAIT is set to provide the
10-t-, - wait for display esults.	 The pause routine brooches
to P '',1AIT	 (58DC),	 wh	 ch	 sr^ the estimated range to 10,250 t L and
con' cures the system to
	 - ive mode.	 After the first 10-sec
pau , . TASK7 branches to -'7A).	 Bit 8 of ACTFLG	 (61EG)	 is	 set
it track status f' ^d bit 7	 is set
	
if the angle trick
fla- false.	 ACTIVE then nx!^ is	 a call	 t0 RN"ACT	 (57.95)	 to	 test	 if
the t.asurod	 range	 is wi t^':n The range limits are 5570 and
5^7' t.	 A	 1	 is	 returns , ' -if	 range	 is	 within	 1-1mi is .	 A 1 1 IVE
in	 , -n se t s bit 6 o{ AC­­ range	 is	 valid	 and	 sets	 bit	 ':	 if the
ran( . ( ; ood	 flag,	 R^,OOD,
	 :ruc, ACTI'JE then calls RRATE	 (5M))	 Lo
deti , ­ ii no whether or not tho
	
r,,l r, .	 rate data	 is wi thi r.	 limits 	 of	 :i3 	 ft/s .
If	 ! - high-order hits of range rate
	
(IRAD6)	 are 0,
	 3 ft/s	 (3C)	 is	 sub-
trad ,^d from the	 low-order hi±s. A ne g ative or 0
	
result	 indicat ,.ts	 that
rano rate	 is	 less than 2 ft/s. Conversely,	 if the hi gh-order bits are
all 's,	 -3 ft/s	 is	 subtracted	 fro ,, the low-order bits.	 A negative
resu 1,	 indi cates	 that	 the	 vcloci' is greater in magnitude than	 the
1imi Passing	 tine	 limit	 test	 r , _;lts	 in	 bit 4 of ACTFLG	 being	 sc a t,	 and
bit is set
	 if RR000D,
	 the .-ate good	 status	 fla g ,	 is	 true.	 Signal
str , cith from the +es±	 taro-it	 '; compared with	 thresholds	 S1	 anc'	 1 ;2.	 If
are , --r	 than	 S' ,	 bi t
	
2	 of ;,_ set	 and,	 i f	 l ess	 than	 S2,	 bi t.	 1	 i s
set. The try st target
	
is turn , and	 OUTFLG	 ar.L.	 .*,ihIAIT	 are	 sd , ' .	 Note
tha' (output
	
to	 the	 MDii	 anc'	 '' reflect the actual	 range anc' range
rat( computed by the EA2, as s the state of the data-good flags.
Tha s,	 the range and.
	
r,nor, lags will	 be	 1	 unless	 the	 test	 fails.
Pi* , and roll
	 will	 be )' 5 and 6 are successful.	 Othorwi se,
pi td and roll
	
will	 reflect -+ctual	 pitch	 and	 roll	 as	 computei.i	 by	 the
rIir' -to-Shuttle rout`ns, rc ..- ng the measured gimbal 	 an g les.	 Angle
rat, will	 b-	 0	 since t!^ 11	 set to O by previous routines and the
ring' rate	 routine
	
has	 ,,. called.
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The third phase of Task 7, sequence 2, tests the detect and
tv,a,k flags with the target off. If DETECT is false, bit 8 of OFFRRR
(61 1 :7) is set and, if TRACK is false, :,it 7 is set. The test target is
tur!,ed back on, SEQUEN is set to 3 and OUTFLG and STWAIT are se t.. Range
and range rate data-good fla g s to the MDM will be 0 if the test passes,
as till angle and angle rate-good flags. Range and range rate will be 0
iC he test passes since, from	 EA2 serial output is forced to 0
unl,ss tracking. Pitch and roll will be as in the prior sequence and
ano e rate will be 0.
Sequence 3 of Task 7, r<.dar passive, starts at PASIVE ('3194).
Bit 9 of PASFLG (61E8) is set if '- .tie track flag is true and h i t 7- i s set
if ;NGTRK is false. PASIVE then calls RNGPAS (5260) to check if the
measured range .is 12,240	 250 ft. Bit 6 of PASFLG will be set if this
test is successful. r it 5 is set ; f the range data-good flag is true.
PAS,VE then calls RRATE to determine if the measured range rate is
0 ^. 3 ft/s.	 If successful, bit r, of PASFLG is set and bit 3 is set if
the range rate data-good flag, RRCPOD, is true. Signal strength i-, com-
par(d with thresholds S3 and S4.
	 it is greater than S3, bit 2 of
PASFLG is set and, "if less than S r,, bit 1 is set.
	
STPCNT is set to 7
for Task 8 and OUTFLG is set for VD11 output. Range and range rate
data-good will be 1 if the test passes, range will be measured range,
10,','40 ± 250 ft, and range rate vii'l be between ±3 ft/s if the test
pas:.os. Angle rates will be 0 and pitch and roll will be as in the prior
sequences. Note that tasks subsequent to Task 7 do not explicitly turn
on tine test target but rely on TARGET being set by TASK7. This would be
important if the tasks were to be shuffled for some reason.
4.8	 Task 8
Task 8 (496D) has four parts: initialization, data-good flay
test, alpha error signal within limits, and beta error signal within
limits. During initialization, the system is configured to auto-track
by the macro:
496D	 TASK8	 CONFIC,	 :40,:0.
Estimated range is set to 10,250 ft and angle and angle rate good flags
are .et to 1. SEQUEN is set to 1, POW5 is set to 8D to p rovide - 1 7.5 dBm
at 1lhe test dipole, and STWAIT is set for the 10-sec pause to display the
11^`
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results of Task 7, sequence 3. The task 8 pause merely reestablishes
the estimated range of 10,250 ft. Sequence 1 of Task 8, starting at
RFLG (49C5), sets bit 8 of ANTR (61E9) if range rate data-good is -true
and sets bit 7 if range data is good. POW5 is set to 95 to command the
self-test MUX to measure the alpha error signal with the test dipole at
maximum power. OUTFLG and STWAIT are set, and control is returned to
the even leg of the self-test procedure. MDM output will consist of
range and range rate data-good flags equal to 1 if the test passes.
Angle and angl- rate data-good flags are set by software and will be 1
unconditionally. Range and range rate will be that provided by the test
target, presumably close to 10,240 ft and 0 ft/s. Angle rates will be 0,
pitch and roll will be 0 if Tasks 5 and 6 were successful; otherwise, the
angles are not predetermined.
Sequence 2, starting at DELELE (4AO7) tests if the alpha error
is within 1^mits Yl and Y2. The comments on pages 536 and 537 are mis-
leading with regard to pass/fail conditions. Bit 6 of ANGR will be set
if the test passes and delta alpha is greater than Yl. Bit 5 will be
set by EL2FAL (049) if delta alpha is less than Y2. EL2FAL and EL2PAS
are misnamed. This is not a program error, just a confusion factor.
If delta alpha is within limits, measured roll angle rate output to the
MDM will be set to all 1 1 s; otherwise, it will be set to 0's. Pitch
angle rate will remain 0. Range and range rate data-good flags will be
the same as in sequence 1, angle and angle rate data-good flags will be
as provided by the EA2, presumably 1 if the test is successful. Range,
range rate, pitch and roll will be as in sequence 1. The self-test MUX is
set to measure delta beta with POW5 set to 85 and OUTFLG and STWAIT are
set. Sequence 3, the beta test, compares the measured delta beta with
thresholds Y3 and Y4. Bit 4 of ANTR is set if the delta beta is greater
than Y3 and bit 3 is set if less than Y4. Bit 2 is set if the angle
track enable test is true. STPCNT is set to 8 for Task 9 and OUTFLG is
set. Pitch rate will be set 'Co all 1's if the test succeeds or all 0's
if it fails. All other outputs +.gill remain the same as in sequence 2.
4.9	 Task 9
Task 9 (5409) is the receiver sensitivity test. This uses
the test dipole at less than full power. During the first pass, the sys-
tem is configured to GPC acquisition mode by the macro
--r
rr
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5409	 TASK9	 CONFIG	 :10,:00.
Estimated ranee is set to 10,250 ft, angle and angle rate data-good flags
are forced to 1, SEQUEN is set to 1, and ST14AIT is set for the 10-sec
pause. After the pause, a sequence equal to 1 causes a branch to TRKFLG
i
	
	
(545!).	 If TRACK is true, bit 8 of RSTY is set. SEQUEN is set to 2 and
the test target is set by loading hex CO into POW5. This sends the radar
signal strength to the comparator, sets ATTENI = 1 and ATTEN2 = 0 for a
nomiral output of -45 dBnr to the di pole. All MDM outputs will be the
same as they were during the provious pause, except the mode flag will
be GI , C ACQ and angle and an g le rate data-good flags will be Vs.
Sequence 2 goes to SIGSTV (548E), which compares the si g nal strength
with thresholds R1 and R2.	 If signal strength is greater than R1, bit 7
of R`.TY is set, and bit 6 is set if signal strength is less than R2.
POW5 is set to D5 to measure delta alpha error voltage, SEQUEN is set
to 3, OUTFLG is set, and STWAIT is set. MM output will be identical
to that of sequence 1. Sequence 3 goes to ALPHA (54F4) to compare the
delt,+ alpha error signal with thres',lolds ALPI and ALP2.	 If the error
signal is greater than ALP1, bit 5 of RSTY is set, and bit 4 is set if
the error signal is less than ALP2. POW5 is set to 4, OUTFLG is set,
and `JO I -i is set. Again_ ^1DM out put is identical to Tasks 1 and 2.
Sequence 4 goes to (SETA (5555) to compare the delta beta error with
thresholds BETAI and BETA2. If delta beta is greater than BETA1, bit 3
is set and, if less than BETA2, bit 2 is set. Range and range rate lim-
its ore tested i.sing routines RNGP/15 and RRATE, the same routines used by
sequence 3 of 'ask 7. Bit 8 of RSTYRR is set if the range is 10,240 ft
± 250 ft, and bit 7 is set if the range rate is within ±3 ft/s. STPCNT
is set to 9 for TASKIO, OUTFLG is set and STWAIT is set. MDM outputs
will be identical to those of sequence 3, with the exce ption of range
and range rate which will reflect the values measured by the EA2 using
the lower power test target.
4.10	 Task 10
Task 10 tests the flags et in the prior tasks and sets EITEST,
E2TEST, DATE7 and SYSTST, accordingly. SY;,fST i^, met if all tests were
successful and resets otherwise. These four flags are output to the MIDM
in stratus word 3. Range data to the MDM and D&C is set to 100,000 ft if
28
all tests pass, or 1,000 ft if any test fails. During the first pass
through task 10, MDM output is initiated with OUTFLG set to 1. LAMP is
set, and subsequent passes through task 10 will set SCANNG, TRACK and
SCWAI:N flags which, in turn, will light the search, track and scanwarn
lighLs in the D&C panel. Task 10 will continue to be executed until
self-test conditions are reset.
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5.0	 MEMORY USAGE OPTIMIZATION
5.1	 I ntroduction
In the present hardware configuration, the RCA processor is not
limited by available memory space. If feed-forward for the antenna servo
is implemented, however, time considerations may play an important role
in the processor's ability to perform the required functions. Initial
estimates by HAC indicate a timing margin of 3-6% if feed-forward is
implemented.
One way to improve the efficiency of the present software from
the standpoints of both execution time and memory requirements, would be
to redefine the multitude of flags in terms of one flag/word rather than
eight/word. This has the effect of requiring more memory to store flags
but effects a net increase in memory due to the simplified software
required to test or modify figs. An additional benefit is that compu-
tational speed is increased.
5.2	 Sun4ested Modifications
With the current implementation, one flag word may hold as many
as eight flag bits. 	 In order to access an arbitrary flag bit, assembler
macro instructions are used which generate inline code as the program
is assembled. These macro instructions are used to GET, SET, RESET or
TOGGLE flag bits. For examp,e, the instruction
RESETS REGISTER,FLAG
is expanded to the following inline code:
LDI (low-order address of flag word)
PLO REGISTER
LDN REGISTER
ORI (flag bit to be reset)
XRI (flag bit to be reset)
STR REGISTER.
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This macro uses nine memory words and 12 machine cycles, with the
high-order byte of REGISTER preset to the high-order address of the flag
word. By contrast, if one word contained one flag, the flag would be
reset merely by clearing the word. This could be done with four instruc-
ticns, versus six, using six memory words and eight machine cycles. Sim-
ilarly, the SETS macro, which takes seven memory locations, five instruc-
tions and 10 cycles, could be implemented with five memory locations, four
instructions and eight cycles.
The use of one-bit flag words would require about 120 additional
memory words for flags; however, these would be gained back by the savings
of memory in one routine, CONFIGURE, which makes extensive use of flags.
Additional space would be required in input/output routines to format the
bit flags; however, this can be done with relative efficiency since the
flag access is not random as it is with the GET, SET and RESET macros.
Parallel output word 5 (POWS) could remain parallel since all bits of
POW5 are typically loaded at the same time.
While there is no point in modifying the existing software if
it is adequate to do the job, in the event that feed-forward requires too
much time, this technique could be tried. The effect of the suggested
changes can easily be tested merely by redefining the macros, allocating
storage for the flags and redefining the input/output bit mapping.
6.0	 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The EA1 software is well documented and annotated, with the
exception of the omission of a cross-reference listing in the documenta-
tion. In this report, Axiomatix has provided a cross-reference listing
of status flags to partially fill this gap. A minor bug ii, the proce-
dure termination routine has been found and the fix is discussed in sec-
tion 1.1. Executive reconfiguration and self-test are examined and
appear to perform as expected. Discussion of the MDM output during
self-test is very brief in the HAC documentation; a more complete dis-
cussion of the MDM outputs is provided in this report. A change in the
method of flag storage is recommended if processing time becomes a crit-
ical factor in future versions of the EAl software.
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